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Search begins for new president

Open forums to gather data, aid committee in replacing Barden
By KELLIE MEEHLHAUSE
A&E Editor

Almost a month-and-a-half
after President Roland Barden
announced his upcoming July
2008 retirement, the newly
formed Presidential Search
Advisory Committee has
begun the lengthy search of
finding Barden’s replacement
by seeking input from those
closest to Barden: the campus

E-mail
issues

and surrounding community.
Students, faculty and community members are invited
to a series of open forums
today (Thursday) and Friday
in the Hagen Library, room
104.
According to Allen Koenig,
an executive search consultant
appointed by the Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities
system (MnSCU), the purpose of these group meetings

is to gather data on Barden’s
strengths and weaknesses,
what participants think still
needs to be accomplished on
campus and their requirements for the incoming president.
“This will be a blueprint
for recruiting candidates, so
we want their input as much
as any other constituent,”
Koenig said when asked why
it was important for students

to attend.
Koenig, who works for R.
H. Perry & Associates, has
worked as a search consultant
for approximately 15 years
and has managed more than
150 presidential searches.
In addition to conducting
open forums, he will actively
recruit candidates on behalf of
MSUM and invite Barden to
make recommendations.

to search, page 15

A fish tale
Read the second
installment of our
interactive creative
writing section

Features, Page 3

Abominable automobile

Advocate staff reports

DragonMail users received
some unwanted e-mail this
week after dozens of Registrar_
alert e-mails were sent out,
causing a bit of confusion.
Information Technology
Systems Administrator Bryan
Kotta said a faulty uninterruptable power supply, or
UPS, was to blame.
“Basically, we were setting up a new listserv and it
rebooted due to a faulty UPS,”
he said.
According to Kotta, the
system rebooted and started
sending out blank messages
through the Registrar_alert
list server on Sunday.
Many DragonMail users
replied to the e-mails, sending confused messages, until a
few tech savvy people cleared
the air.
“I’m not sure why I am
getting all these e-mails with
other people’s e-mail addresses on them,” one student
wrote in an e-mail reply to the
list server. “The e-mails are
titled registrar alert. Are these
being sent to the wrong e-mail
address?”
Eventually, users figured
out that replying to the messages only aggravated the
problem.
“The list is not a person,”
said another DragonMail user.
“Every time you reply to it,
you send everyone on this list
more e-mails, generating a
bunch more e-mail complaints
from others. The registrar alert
list is to give you important
info from the school.”
Kotta said the original messages were cleaned out on
Monday afternoon, but there
could still be a few messages
circulating cyber space. He
advises DragonMail users to
delete Registrar_alert messages dated before Dec. 3.

Safe in the snow
Recent snowfall
reminds us
to concentrate
on winter safety

Opinion, page 4

jon lambert / advocate photo editor

A snow-covered car sits parked outside the CMU Tuesday afternoon, after a morning of intermittent
snowfall added to the accumulated inches. Campus has received about 10 inches of snow this week,
with the possibility of more snow looming in the forecast. For more about this weather, see Page 4.

Brisch ‘shines through’ again
From Outstanding Advisor to Professor of the Year
By DEVIN BERGLUND
Staff Writer

Bioscience professor Ellen
Brisch has been named
Minnesota Professor of the Year
by the Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of
Teaching.
Brisch is one of 46 winners selected from 384 faculty
members from various institutions across the country.
The Carnegie awards, established in 1981 by the Council
for Advancement and Support
of Education, are among the
most prestigious distinctions
for honoring professors.
For Brisch, who joined
MSUM’s faculty in 1999, it is
her second national award in
two years.
She was among 17 college professors selected as

“Outstanding Advisors” by the
National Academic Advising
Association last year.
One of Brisch’s students,
Jennifer Hostetter, a junior
said, “Dr. Brisch is a professor whose quirky personality
shines through the way she
is.”
Hostetter
said
Brisch
believes the best way to get
a subject across to her class
is to truly love what she is
teaching.
“(It’s) not only how she
presents material in class, but
also how she presents herself,”
she said. “(Brisch) has a way
of explaining lessons in a way
that everyone understands
what she is talking about.
“She can also give off such a
positive energy to everyone in
the room. You can tell that she
loves what she does.”

Brisch graduated with
a degree in biology from
Oberlin College in Ohio,
which was also the first college to admit women and
African Americans. Now, it is
a leading university for environmentalism.
“After college, I spent five
years in the Massachusetts area
paying off student loans and
preparing for grad school,”
Brisch said.
Brisch worked as a cook,
owned a catering business,
worked for a landscaping service, did tree trimming work,
rock wall building, gravel
driveway installation and various other jobs.
Through years of hard
work, Brisch has learned what
it means to succeed.

to brisch, page 11

Drawing on talent
Art students show
their work, now
through Dec. 19
in the CA

A&E, page 8

Power Bowl a no-go
Fan-favorite rivalry
game will not
be played in 2008
due to scheduling

Sports, page 12
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ecurity
Report
11.27-12.3

11.27 Alcohol/ narcotics
offenses in Grantham
11.27 Suspicious odors in Snarr
11.27 Drug/ narcotics offenses
in Snarr
11.27 Alcohol offenses
on campus
11.29 Welfare check
in Grantham
11.29 Medical call in Grantham
11.29 Unsecured door in Bridges
11.29 Computer misuse
in Library
11.30 Unsecured door
in maintenance building
11.30 Medical call in Holmquist
11.30 Suspicious odors
in Holmquist
11.30 Alcohol offenses
in Holmquist
11.30 Alcohol offenses, theft/
larceny in Holmquist
12.1 Unsecured door in Kise
12.1 Unsecured door in Grier
12.2 Motor vehicle accident
by Holmquist
12.2 Alcohol offenses in Lot D
12.2 Alcohol offenses,
vandalism in Holmquist
12.2 Unsecured window in King
12.3 Unsecured door
in maintenance building
12.3 Lost property in Lot E

News Briefs

Student shares
Apply for Upper
teaching experience Class Scholarship
Students, faculty and staff
are invited to a “bring your
own lunch and beverage”
brown bag lunch from noon
to 1 p.m. on Tuesday in CMU
208.
Alisha DiCosimo completed her student teaching this
semester at the International
School of Basel in Switzerland.
She will discuss her experiences as a student teacher at
an international school and
the very diverse and interesting student population.

Intramural fun
before finals

The last intramural tournament of the semester will be
held at 8 p.m. today (Thursday)
in Nemzek.
The events will be speed
stacking and prison break. The
winning teams will receive
free T-shirts.
All MSUM students or staff
can participate. Interested
participants should meet at
7:45 p.m. that evening at the
Intramural Office.

Applications and recommendation forms for the 20082009 Upper Class Scholarship
are available online at www.
mnstate.edu/finaid/upperclassscholarship.cfm.
The
deadline is Feb. 1.

Winter stars shine
in planetarium

The MSUM planetarium
presents its traditional season
show, “Star of Bethlehem” at 2
p.m. and 7 p.m. Sundays and
at 7 p.m. Mondays, Thursdays
and Saturdays from now until
Dec. 20.
Was it a comet, a supernova, a triple conjunction of the
planet Jupiter with Saturn, or
a miracle?
Whatever it was, the event
reverberated through the centuries and changed millions
of lives.
General admission is $3;
children 12 and under, senior
citizens and Tri-College students are $1.50.
For more information, call
477-2904.

Security update
Director of Campus Security Michael Parks

Advocate meetings
4:30 p.m. Mondays
in CMU 110
The
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Cautious driving

By AMY LEARN
Staff Writer

Icy roads

An accident caused by the
snow occurred on Dec. 2 in
lot E. Two cars collided due to
slippery road conditions.
“We want to remind the
university community that the
parking lots are slippery and
to reduce their speed,” Parks
said.
For the safety of other cars
and pedestrians, everyone
should be extra cautious when
driving.

Dirty laundry

After urinating in a female’s
dorm room, a male MSUM
student locked himself inside
the third floor laundry room
in Ballard Hall.
A resident assistant called
campus security about the
unusual behavior and the
Moorhead Police also got
involved. The man was not
of legal drinking age and the
police did cite him with a
minor in consumption.

air freshener going on,” Parks
said.
The second call was received
around 4 a.m. on Nov. 30. A
resident assistant in Holmquist
called and reported a strong
smell in the hallway.
Moorhead Police were called
to the scene and used their
drug dogs to help pinpoint
where the smell was coming
from. They were unsuccessful
in finding the culprit.

Holmquist hijinks

Three intoxicated men
made a mad dash to get away
from their RA at 12:22 a.m. on
Nov. 30 in Holmquist. Itn the
room campus security found
beer, an airsoft pistol, a stolen
MSUM trash can and a male
on the bed with a blanket over
him.
According to Parks, the pistol and the trash can were confiscated, and as for the male
with the blanket over him,
Parks said that he was hoping
they wouldn’t see him.
The three males were written up for alcohol violations
and the stolen trash can.

Culprits smelled out Stolen sign
Campus security received
two calls for suspicious smells
and behavior.
The first took place at 11:09
p.m on Nov. 27. The resident
assistant for second floor in
Grantham made the report
after the smell leaked into the
halls.
The Moorhead Police did
get involved; they found small
amounts of marijuana and
paraphernalia.
“They had the classic fan,
towel under the door and the

Campus security had to
chase a man on foot around
4:30 a.m. on Dec. 2 through
campus.
The male non-student decided to steal a blinking construction sign.
When security spotted
him ,the foot chase began. It
ended when the male fell in
an MSUM parking lot. He was
not cited.
Learn can be reached
at AmyL228@hotmail.com.

Library slashes
book prices

Prices are slashed on the
remaining children and young
adult books from the Library’s
Giant Book Sale.
Books will be sold from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Library
Porch until Friday.
Paperbacks will be sold for
$.25 each or five for $1.00.
Hardcover books will be
50 percent off of the reduced
price. Hot apple cider will be
served during the sale.
Proceeds from this sale
will support the Great Plains
Reading Review, the Library’s
Comstock Reading Aloud
Initiative and the Library’s
general book fund.
For further information,
contact Carol Sibley at sibley@
mnstate.edu.

Nutcracker featured
at NDSU theater

Enjoy the holidays by watching a traditional Christmas
musical. The Nutcracker will
be performed at NDSU Festival
Hall at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 14
and Dec. 15. The Nutcracker is
rich in fine culture and it is a
must see for all ages.
Tickets can be purchased for
$20 at Haney’s Photography,
NDSU Festival Concert Hall,
(701) 231-7969 and NDSU
Memorial Union, (701) 2318458.

Celebrate holidays
with NDSU choir

The NDSU Baroque Festival
is proud to present their traditional holiday performance of
Handel’s Messiah on Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the NDSU Festival
Concert Hall.
This work will feature the
NDSU Concert Choir and the
Baroque Festival Orchestra in
addition to the area’s top high
school vocalists.
Tickets are $15 for adults,
$12 for seniors, $5 for students
and are available through the
NDSU Division of Fine Arts
Box Office at (701) 231-7969.
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Go to the Write Site
before it is done

The last day of Write Site
tutoring for this semester is
Dec. 11, the last day of classes.
Next semester, the Write Site
will have its regular hours:
Monday through Thursday
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Friday
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and
selected evening tutoring.
Tutoring is available on a
first come/first serve basis or
by appointment beginning the
second week of the semester,
Jan. 14.
Call 477-5937 for more information about the service.

Exhibit showcases
student work

A collection of photographs featuring the town of
Cooperstown, N.D., will be
on display Dec. 3 to 28 in the
Library, an exhibit inspired by
a Frank Gohlke, who presented a workshop at the university this fall.
The photographs were taken
in a single day––Oct. 20––by
13 students, Gohlke and mass
communications professor
Wayne Gudmundson.

Learn how to dance
this Saturday

MSUM’s Fuego Tropical
Steel Drum and Salsa Ensemble
will be holding their final on
campus performance from 9
p.m. to 11 p.m. on Saturday in
the CMU Ballroom.
Come early at 7 p.m. and
learn Latin dance moves
for the 8 p.m. open dance.
Admission is free with MSUM
ID or $10 without.

Deadline for spring
tuition payment

Registration
may
be
dropped on Jan. 16 if certain
criteria for tuition payment are
not met. Go to www.mnstate.
edu/busoff for more information on how to secure registration for the spring semester.
Start planning early to avoid
complications.

Thursday, December 6, 2007
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The message in the bubble
A fall in the fountain leads Luo to discover the koi’s secret

The first time Luo heard
the giant koi speak was three
weeks into his new job at the
Dim Sum Pagoda. He originally applied there hoping
for a job as a waiter; so far,
the closest he even came to

serving a table was bussing
the dishes. Luo had become a
multi-purpose janitor of sorts;
his main duties included busing, washing and cleaning in
general. Hoping for the best,
he kept with it.

Luo had been mopping the
floors by the fountain the first
night he heard the fish speak.
This task was already becoming second nature to him, having done it every night since he
had started at the restaurant,

Brittany Knudson / The Advocate

The Advocate has begun a creative writing project in the hopes of garnering reader participation
in the newspaper. An ongoing story written by members of the MSUM community will be published
weekly. Interested students, faculty or staff should e-mail advocate@mnstate.edu.

and Luo found himself rushing to see how fast he could
finish the mundane task.
It was because of this eagerness that Luo took a wrong step
and slipped headfirst into the
fountain and heard the koi’s
desperate plea: “Free. Me.” At
that point, Luo thought he
had lost his mind.
That night, Luo went home
swearing he would never
return to the Chinese restaurant. But he found himself
there the next day, and the
next.
He didn’t go anywhere
near the fountain; instead, he
watched the fish from afar.
He even studied the other
employees and the patrons of
the restaurant to see how they
acted around it. Though they
found its bubbles amusing,
no one seemed to know the
truth.
It took a week before Luo
worked up the courage to visit
the koi again. At closing, after
the waiting staff had gone
to help the cooks clean the
kitchen, he took the plunge.
What he heard was a voice
that sounded like the ocean.
“About. Time.”

Gasping, Luo pulled his
head back above the surface.
Taking a moment to breathe,
he plunged beneath the rippling water once more.
“Don’t submerge your
whole head!”
Luo felt the koi scold him.
The bubbles now came in a
quick stream creating a continuance of sound. Luo leaned
so only his ear was beneath the
surface. Bubbles burst from
the koi as if it had been waiting for years for this moment.
“That’s better. Now listen
to me. No questions. I need
your help. I won’t be able to
survive in this place for much
longer. I’m too big. I must be
set free. Nod your head if you
understand.”
Luo nodded.
“Good. I knew you would
be the one. There will be a
reward for you, if you succeed.”
To be continued...
Want to continue the story?
E-mail advocate@mnstate.edu
by Dec. 10 for details.
This segment was written
by senior Kristen Underdahl.
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Just south of the
(Canadian) border
In six locations, Juano’s offers
authentic Mexican dining in F-M
By MICHELLE PEARSON
Staff Writer

Annele Mondragon knows
a thing or two when it comes
to customer satisfaction, and
she shows it in the work she
and her husband, Juan, put
into the six restaurants they
own in the F-M area.
“I’ve always been devoted to
the real product,” Mondragon
said. “I get on a soap box.
I just have no tolerance for
restaurants that do everything
except cook the real product.
Stylized food I just cannot tolerate.”
The Mondragons own the
Juano’s restaurants on Main
and in downtown Fargo, as
well as four others. Their
newest restaurant, Juan
Alexander’s, is named after
their son and will be opening
in December.
They pride themselves on

making everything in their
restaurants from scratch.
“(We appeal) to people who
know the difference between
real food, food made from
scratch, quality and everything,” Mondragon said.
Freshman Derek Diepholz,
said he often eats at the Juano’s
on Broadway in Fargo.
“The last time I ate there,
it was very nice,” Diepholz
said. “The food was fantastic
and delicious. Of course, it’s
Mexican food, but it was a
buffet so you could choose
what you want to eat.”
“They had tacos, hard or
soft. They had fajitas, sautéed
vegetables. They had refried
beans. There was even dessert,
and I believe it was all only
$10. The presentation is very
good. It makes you want to go
back just to look at it.”
The Mondragons opened

their first Juano’s in 1996.
“Juan had a degree in hotel
restaurant (management), and
I was an interior designer and
hadn’t really done anything
with restaurants,” Annele
Mondragon said.
“We
were
living
in
California, and I started doing
some things when our son
was born. I fell in love with
restaurant hospitality. I grew
up in South Fargo, and we
came home on vacation and
thought there was an opportunity here for an authentic
Mexican restaurant.”
Juano’s is open seven days a
week. The phone number for
the Juano’s on Main Avenue
in Moorhead is (218) 359-0808.
The number for the Juano’s
on Broadway in Fargo is (701)
232-3123.
Pearson can be reached
at pearsomi@mnstate.edu.

Thursday, December 6, 2007
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Presidential Search Committee
open forum meeting times:
Thursday,
December 6

Friday,
December 7

Faculty
12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

Staff
8:30 to 9:30 a.m.

Staff
1:45 to 2:45 p.m.

Faculty
9:45 to 10:45 a.m.

Administration
3 to 4 p.m.

Students
11 a.m. to noon

Students
4:15 to 5 p.m.

Community
1 to 2 p.m.

Community
5:15 to 6:15 p.m.

Administration
2:15 to 3:15 p.m.

All open forum meetings will be
held in Hagen Library, 104.

See Yourself Here
HIRING NOW
Seasonal Full/Part Time Employment
•Moorhead: Trailer Unloader 4am & Weekends
•Fargo: Overnight, 6 am Stockroom, Starbucks, Food Avenue, Cart
Attendant, Day Cashier, Day Salesfloor
•All positions would require holiday availability, nights, and weekends.
WHERE
TARGET – Fargo
4202 13th Ave S.
(701) 282-7400

TARGET – Moorhead
3301 Highway East
(218) 233-2326

HOW TO APPLY

Complete an employment application at the employment kiosk at the front of the store.
Target is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer and is a drug-free workplace.

#Z%FSSJDL1BVMTPO

h-IKEY 3TOP SQUIRMING THIS INSTANTv THE GELATINOUS CUBE OOZED AS SHE SLID
ALONG THE CORRIDOR BEHIND THE RAMBUNCTIOUS TODDLERh) PROMISED YOUR MOM
)D KEEP THREE EYES ON YOU KIDS WHILE SHE WENT TO THE GROCERY STORE AND
THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT ) INTEND TO DOv
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Advocate editorial board
Ben Sailer
Opinion Editor

Dress warm and
drive slow
during the
winter months
It happens this time every year where we live: The
clouds thicken, the snow falls, and the air gets cold.
It’s a part of life in the upper-Midwest, but it’s something no one ever seems to fully get used to.

Illustrations by John Berdahl / The Advocate

Alyssa Schafer
Editor

Not all MSUM students come here from cold climates, either, and for those students, the winter shock
can be even worse.
Maybe that’s why we sometimes neglect to take
proper precautions when travelling, or even just going
outside at all, during bad weather.
It’s easy to put on a hat or gloves. Dealing with frostbite, however, is a little more difficult. On extremely
cold days, it is never a bad idea to make sure you are
adequately bundled up before you even think about
stepping foot outside. You would be surprised how
fast your skin can freeze in subzero temperatures
(before anyone gets any ideas, please don’t go outside
with a stop watch and time this for yourself. Just take
our word for it).
The roads are going to be icy, and that’s especially
true right now, immediately after the first major snowfall of the season before snow removal measures are
in full swing and people are beginning to readjust to
the sudden climate change. If you’re in doubt about
whether or not it is safe to travel, it might be a better
idea to make alternate plans or stay home, unless it is
absolutely necessary. If you do get on the road, drive
slow, give yourself extra time to stop, and resist the
urge to slam on the brake pedal if you feel yourself
begin to skid.
It’s also a good idea to have an emergency winter
supply kit in your car at all times. Even if it’s not
a particularly bad day, you never know when you
might break down or get into an accident away from
any safe places to keep warm. This is even more true
when driving in the country.
Your car itself may also require special care during this time of year. Give your car enough time to
properly warm up after you start it up, and be sure to
check your levels of antifreeze in your engine. If you
get stuck in snow, don’t panic.
Auto repair shops end up doing a lot of business this
time of year, not only because the winter months are
hard on motor vehicles, but because people forget to
take such simple measures.
While a lot of this will (or at least should) sound obvious to anyone who has grown up around this area,
a friendly reminder to stay safe certainly never hurt
anyone. As unbearable as winter can feel sometimes,
remembering to exercise a little bit of extra caution
can go a long way.

Skateboard: Not a toy
Student suggests skating outside
I am writing in response to
the skate accident posted in
the news briefs section of the
Nov. 29 issue.
First of all, to Amy Learn:
You referred to a skateboard
as an outdoor “toy.” This is
partially correct. A skateboard
is not a toy but a serious and
dangerous equipment of
sport.
Secondly, to the female
skater: I am not aware of any
dorm rooms that would offer

adequate spacing, conditions
or traction for skateboarding. Take your skateboard to
the nearest safe street or the
local F-M skate parks. This is
where you skate. There is an
outdoor skate park in Fargo at
Dike West (4th St. S.) as well
as an indoor skate park at the
YMCA-West in Fargo where
you can be safer and express
some of your skills and tricks.
In addition, make sure to wear
the proper protective gear

whenever you skate, especially if you are a beginner.
As a fellow skater, I can say
we all fall and get injured, even
with gear. This is an inevitable
fact of the extreme sport. Good
luck in your recovery.
“I consider skateboarding
an art form, a lifestyle and a
sport.”— Tony Hawk
Käri L. Brady
MSUM Graduate Student

Response to Oct. 11 editorial
In your editorial of Oct. 11,
you stated in your secondto-last paragraph that the
Alumni Foundation increased

its administrative fee on
donations four percent. That
is incorrect. The foundation
increased its fee from 4 to 8

percent. That is a 100 percent
increase.
Wayne Ingersoll
MSUM Alum

Cold and finals bringing us down
Now that the cold season
has firmly descended upon
us all and the days are getting shorter, so are people’s
tempers.
It seems like a lot of people
around me, as well as myself,
are getting increasingly crabby. Blame it on a near lethal
combination of finals and bad
weather, but it’s probably just
to be expected this time of

year.
So, in the interest of us all
making it to the end of the
semester without killing one
another, I would urge our
readership to please try to

keep a level head amidst the
huge pile of crap life may be
dumping on many of us at the
moment.
Now, if you’ll excuse me,
I’m going to return to smacking my face against my desk
out of frustration trying to finish the rest of this section.
Ready for Christmas break?
E-mail Sailer
at sailerbe@mnstate.edu.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate encourages Letters to the
Editor and Your Turn submissions. They should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Disadvantaged women struggle silently
I was recently challenged
by a woman friend of mine to
read bell hooks, a writer who
addresses female, racial and
class concerns.
“Feminist Theory: From
Margin To Center” opens
with a chapter called “Black
Women” and six pages into it
I am smarting and hot in the
face. She strikes hard at the
message that feminism, especially in this culture, has been
directed and dominated by
women of a privileged class
and race: namely the discontented white women of the leisure class. She states: “White
women who dominate feminist discourse, who for the

most part make
and articulate
feminist theory,
have little or no
understanding of
white supremacy
as a racial politic,
of the psychological impact of
class, of their political status
within a racist, sexist, capitalist state.”
This leaves women who are
poor and in the racial minority
without a voice to express the
oppression they alone suffer.
Women allowed some margin
of choice (white, middle to
upper class, educated) march
into the “feminist battle”

unaware (whether by circumstance or by unwillingness) of
the plight of these women.
I have to admit that, after
six pages, I’ve no authority on
the views of bell hooks. So it’s
not the theory that I intend to
address, but rather the flush in
my cheeks.
I know what it is; I’ve experienced it before. It’s that little
lady in white gloves with a lap

puppy who wants to whimper
over her inability to land a
Supreme Court position while
conveniently ignoring the millions of women who struggle
under the oppression of racism and class domination. It is
the fragile flower of a woman
who feels offended, attacked
even, when confronted with
the fact that her poor and colored sisters are suffering greater degradation and restriction
of choice than she.
This is how I see it: when
confronted with the plight of
poor women of color, I feel
confused and inadequate. I
often hear only the criticism
and not the solution. I am

loath to face my own narcissism and laziness. The good
thing is that bell hooks has
decided to write about this
problem so I can take it one
page at a time and ingest the
challenges presented in her
book. I can begin to hear from
the silenced women.
This is what I have to give
today: listening ears and the
willingness to admit my insufficient understanding of the
plight of uneducated, poor
and minority women. To these
women: Speak to me. I’m listening.
Struggling?
E-mail Musselman
at annamusselman@mnstate.edu.

A love divine

Columnist describes her
Christmas encouragement

Walking in a winter...land
It was the fourth of December
and all through the apartment
not a creature was stirring,
until the alarm went. Then up
out of bed I ran to the window
and thrust apart the shades
to be blinded by snowfall. At
the very same spot that had
been cleared yesterday stood
another few inches and more
was on the way.
There was a time that snow
filled my dreams, but this year
snow has been a mixed blessing. I am here in Moorhead
spending my days driving
my wife to work, trying to
get my car fixed, jump-starting vehicles, yanking a lowrider named Laverne out of its

snowy chasm and of course
going to college. Meanwhile,
back at the farm, my beautiful jet-black snowmobile rests
under a foot of powder.
It’s funny how nature works
on a person. On my long walk
to the college this morning,
trudging through the fresh
blanket I began thinking about
how rough the last couple
weeks have been and how this
snow was not helping the situation. Then I remembered my

early years, before the fourwheel drive and the snowmobile. Sure I wanted those things
but I could always walk. Now
as I complain about all the
people I have had to help out
I am reminded how lucky I am
to be able to do so.
Sure my car got smashed
(not my fault), but I have legs
to walk and the street smarts
to navigate. Maybe I will sell
off the snowmobile and buy
some skis. Of course, I could
have both if the weather keeps
up and I become a car pulling
specialist.
Need your car pulled?
E-mail Johnson
at johnsomic@mnstate.edu.

I think it’s time I told all of my faithful readers about my love
life. I‘m with this man who is beyond description, but I‘ll try to
give you an idea of what he‘s like with a few stories. I’ll refer
to him as “J.”
I have a friend who has been very ill. I tried to encourage her
and some friends with a passage I had read from the Bible in 2
Chronicles:20, when the Lord defeated an impenetrable army
and His people didn‘t even have to fight. I compared this to her
illness and said the Lord can bring her victory.
Then, ‘J’ suggested we sing “Forever” by Chris Tomlin. As
we sang, I looked up the passage again. I was shocked, because
when men were appointed to praise God for victory, they
repeated “Give thanks to the Lord, His love endures forever.”
That’s the chorus of the song.
Later that week, a friend told me to check out the daily Bible
verse add-on she’s got on her Facebook wall. Sure enough, the
verse was Psalm 136:1 which says “Give thanks to the Lord, for
He is good, His love endures forever.”
That’s not all! A few nights later, as I flossed my teeth, there
was country music blasting in the bathroom. I felt like J wanted
me to turn the radio to a Christian station, so I switched it
over to K-Love. Once again, the song was “Forever” by Chris
Tomlin.
You see, ‘J’ is my loving Lord, better known as Jesus. These
stories only constitute one week of my adventures with him.
Jesus is an incredible guy who loves me and you more than I
can say. If you ever want me to introduce you to him, so you
can start your own adventures, let me know. Have a merry
Christmas!
Searching for Jesus?
E-mail Long at kimmyk04@hotmail.com.
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Drawing inspiration from within
Second student art exhibit on display now, through Dec. 19
Advocate staff reports

Jon lambert / advocate photo editor

Sam Isham-Schopf’s “Ascend Usually Vertically” is one of the many piece on display now through
Dec. 19 at the Roland Dille Center for the Arts gallery, as a part of the BFA student art exhibit. This
exhibit is a partial fulfillment of art students’ degrees and gives them the firsthand experience of putting together an art exhibition.

A student art exhibit will be
on display now through Dec.
19 in the Roland Dille Center
for the Arts gallery.
This exhibit is in partial fulfillment of students’ Bachelor
of Fine Arts degrees. The gallery held another exhibit earlier this semester for art students working towards their
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of
Science degrees.
The exhibit also provides
students with firsthand experience in putting together an
art presentation.
According to gallery director
Jane Gudmundson, students
are responsible for selecting
what works they would like
to display. They then have to
present it to the faculty member
they did the work under, who
will approve or reject the piece.
A reception for the artists
will be held from 4 to 6 p.m.
today (Thursday) in the gallery. The event is free and
open to the public.
Some of the artists make use
of their personal interests and
backgrounds as the subject
matter for their artwork.
Illustrator Falan Hehr-Miller
used his interest in nature,
ancient Greece and Celtic
mythology as inspiration for
his work.
He said his pieces address
the subject of mythology, both
established and personal, as
seen through nature. They
ultimately combine to create
the mythology of his identity.
Having spent her early years
in Russia, windows quickly
became a repetitive motif in
Alla Parsons’ paintings.
Her self-portrait includes
an image of her looking out

of a window. The symbol is
repeated in smaller pieces,
whether as views of different
places or insight into her own
dreams and memories.
“From the safe containment
of my world I see the wild
world outside. Working on
this image helped me look
deeper into my artistic vision,”
Parsons said.
Sculptor
Sam
IshamSchopf’s idea for “Slenipnir”
came from his passion for
bicycling, heavy metal music
and Norse mythology.
“Sleipnir” was the name of
Odin’s mythological eightlegged horse, which enabled
the Norse god to travel
between the nine worlds of
the world tree.
“I usually listen to metal
when I ride my bicycle, and
Norse mythology is a common
lyrical theme. As I bike through
urban landscapes. I ponder
how such an old mythology
relates to the contemporary
individual. How does one
romanticize ancient culture
and adapt it to contemporary
life?” Isham-Schopf said.
Other artists, like graphic
designer Brian Koch, used
their work for a greater purpose. His project for the exhibit was to create an awareness
campaign for the International
Justice Mission.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday through
Thursday; 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Friday; 1 to 3 p.m. Saturday or
by appointment.
Special
arrangements
can be made by contacting
Gudmundson at (218) 4772284 or via e-mail at gudmunja@mnstate.edu.
Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

Planetarium hosts annual Christmas show
By MICHELLE PEARSON
Staff Writer

Every year, MSUM features
a planetarium show about the
wondrous Star of Bethlehem.
Even though the birth of
Jesus, as depicted in the Bible,

happened thousands of years
ago, according to Planetarium
Coordinator Dave Weinrich,
the sky still looks essentially
the same way.
“The winter sky hasn’t
changed in 2,000 years,”
Weinrich said. “The stars still

look the same. Star lives are
very long, so they last for billions of years. A couple thousand years out of a billion is a
very small amount of time.”
MSUM has been featuring
the Star of Bethlehem show
since the planetarium opened
in 1972.
The show usually appeals
to people of all ages.
“(The show) tells the story
of the Star of Bethlehem,
and it ties in, of course, with

Christmas and has Christmas
music. It has the story as told
in the Bible,” Weinrich said.
Corey Madrid, a freshman
who is interested in astrology,
said he is also interested in the
Star of Bethlehem program.
“I want to attend the Star
of Bethlehem presentation at
the planetarium because I am
interested in the story that
they want to tell through the
star,” said Madrid. “I plan on
gaining a better understand-

ing about the story the stars
have to tell surrounding the
story of Christmas.”
“Star of Bethlehem” will
be showing from Nov. 29
through Dec. 20 at 2 p.m. and
7 p.m. on Sundays and at 7
p.m. on Mondays, Thursdays
and Saturdays. It is open to all
MSUM students for $1.50.
The planetarium also features many other shows
throughout the school year,
typically on Sundays and
Mondays weekly throughout
the school year.
General admission is $3;
children 12 and under, senior
citizens and Tri-College students are $1.50.
The Planetarium is located
in Bridges 167. For more information, call (218) 477-2904.
Pearson can be reached
at pearsomi@mnstate.edu.
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Music professors finish performance tour in Scandinavia
Advocate staff reports

Music professors Terrie
Manno and Laurie Blunsom
recently completed a performance tour in Iceland and
Norway.
During their trip, they presented “The Dance of Music:
Imagining, Inviting, Engaging
the Choreography of Sound,” a

collaborative arts event featuring solo piano repertoire, spoken text, video and images.
They gave performances at
the Iceland Academy of the
Arts in Reykjavik, Iceland,
and at the Kristiansand
Conservatory of Music ofAgder
University in Kristiansand,
Norway. Blunsom’s essay
on “The Music of Dance:

(Re)interpreting Movement in
Music” and Manno’s essay on
“Dancing with My Piano: The
Allure of Conjuring Sound,”
were also presented.
During their stay in Iceland,
Manno and Blunsom also met
with members of the Academy
faculty including pianists Peter
Maté and Nina Grimsdottir,
and Suzuki education special-

Jon lambert / advocate photo editor

From left to right, music professors Terrie Manno and Laurie Blunsom recently completed a
performance tour in Scandinavia, where they presented “The Dance of Music” at local colleges and
conservatories. They plan to work on another performance project and initiate an exchange program
between MSUM and colleges in Iceland and Norway.

ist Gyda Halldorsdottir.
In Bergen, Norway, they visited the Grieg Academy and
met with music students and
with Frode Thorson, department chair and early music
specialist.
They spent a week at the
Kristiansand Conservatory
of Norway at the invitation
of pianist Trygve Traedel
and vocal scholar Poul Erik
Hansen, who were guest artists at MSUM in November
2006.
Their residency at the conservatory included the Dance
of Music performance as well
as numerous other activities.
Manno conducted piano
master classes over a twoday period and Blunsom presented a lecture on “American
Music: Historical Traditions
and Contemporary Issues.”
In addition, the two met
with conservatory faculty and
students as well as the Dean of
Fine Arts at Agder University,
Gunnar Horn, teachers at
the Kristiansand Culture
School and administrators of
the Kristiansand Symphony
Orchestra.
They also had the opportunity to attend a performance
of the Kristiansand Symphony
Orchestra Wind Ensemble.
Manno and Blunsom per-

formed “The Dance of Music”
at MSUM this fall. Later this
year, they will present the
performance in Honolulu;
Shawnee, Okla., and St. Paul.
Following the tour of their
current program, Manno and
Blunsom will embark on a new
cooperative performance project and international exchange
with Trygve Traedel and Poul
Erik Hansen.
Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

UPCOMING
MUSIC EVENTS
• The University Symphony
Orchestra and Choir will
perform at 7:30 p.m. Friday
in the Hansen Theatre. Call
the box office, 477-2271,
for tickets.
• There will be two
recitals Saturday in the
Fox Recital Hall. The first
is a vocal studio recital
at 1 p.m.; the second is
a strings studio recital at
5 p.m.
• Music professor and
composer Henry Gwiazda
will present a recital of his
works at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
in Glasrud Auditorium.
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Ballard resident dedicates mural to his floormates
By MICHELLE PEARSON
Staff Writer

Freshman Mark Radcliffe
took it upon himself to paint
a large mural on a wall in the
Ballard Second East lounge in
November.
“I just felt like painting,”
Radcliffe said. “It was a good
wall.”
Even though he enjoys the
idea of painting, Radcliffe had
to go through a lot of work in
order to get the idea for his
mural approved.
“I had to get everything
approved by (the Residence)
Hall Council,” Radcliffe said.

“I had to sketch out what I
was going to do, get money
from Hall Council and then
get signatures from everyone
on my floor to approve it.
“After that, the idea had to
get approved by the Housing
Office, and I had to make sure
I had enough ventilation in
the room. It was a long process, but well worth it.”
Radcliffe did not have to do
much to prepare the room for
painting.
“I just had to put drop cloths
on the floor and tape the walls
I wasn’t using. I just had my
pajamas on at the time, but
I had to use a mask to stay

away from the aerosol.”
The painting took about 45
minutes to complete. Radcliffe
said he ran into some complications.
“A cap stem broke when I
was taking it out, so the can
was useless. Then, I had a few
drips but nothing too serious,”
he said.
“I’ve been an RA on four
floors in over three years
and I’ve never had someone
take the initiative to make a
mural,” Ballard Second East
Resident Assistant Jeff Corrow
said. “Then again, I’ve never
quite had a Mark on my floor.
He’s one hell of a great kid!”

The mural is a dedication to
the Ballard Second East residents, and the phrase “Proud
to be B2E” represents the floor
and its residents.
“I’ve gotten to know the
majority of people on this
floor,” said sophomore B2E
resident Russ Connery.
“They’re
all
pretty
cool,”
he
said.
“We avoid stereotypes, and
we just get to know everybody. We’re pretty close, and
the majority of everybody
here are coming from the same
background. It’s a great floor
to be on.”
Pearson can be reached
at pearsomi@mnstate.edu.
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brisch, from front
“Not only is it such an honor
to be nominated from this
school where there are very
many dedicated and excellent
teachers,” Brisch said. “It is
also an overwhelming honor
that it isn’t just me, but to our
school to have this statewide
recognition.
“It shows that we have a
wonderful program and great
dedication to student success
here at MSUM.”
Brisch has been a powerful asset at MSUM. Through
her work with Dragon Core,
she has been trying to help
students receive a broad education and has also been there
for students when they need
advice.
“I’ve basically worked very
hard to be an advocate for students when they need help,”
she said.
Brisch has had a significant
impact on MSUM.
When she joined the faculty
in 1999, she helped start the
Safe Zone.
Elizabeth Evenson in counseling, Lynn Peterson at
Hendrix and Anita Bender at
the Women’s Center are some
of the main people involved
with this program now.
Brisch also helped with the
transition to Dragon Core,
after serving as the chair of
the Liberal Studies committee
since January of 2003.
“I was appointed to serve on
the task force that revamped
the former liberal studies program and helped create the
Dragon Core.
“I currently serve as the
chair of the new Dragon Core
committee. I also participate
in TOCAR, served on the three
to four credit task force, am a
representative for APAC and
the IFO exec, and do other
work for our college and
department.”
Brisch’s advice to students
is this: “Learn to write, speak,
think clearly, and most importantly—to learn. Find a subject
that you love. Make friends,
not just acquaintances, but
good friends. I still have wonderful friends from college.
They will know you and stick
by you in the good and hard
times to follow.”
Brisch is the seventh MSUM
professor to win the Carnegie
Foundation teaching award in
the past 20 years.
Professor Emeritus Delmar
Hansen, retired MSUM theatre director, received it in
1987; Evelyn Lynch, a former
MSUM elementary and early
childhood education professor
won in 1992; David Mason, a
former MSUM English professor, won in 1994; Andrew
Conteh, a current MSUM political science professor, won in
1999; Jim Bartruff, a former
MSUM theatre director, won
in 2001; and Mark Wallert, a
current MSUM bioscience professor, won it in 2005.
Berglund can be reached
at berglude@mnstate.edu.

			

jon lambert / advocate photo editor

Bioscience professor Ellen Brisch has been named Minnesota
Professor of the Year by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. Brisch is one of 46 winners selected from 384
faculty members from colleges and universities all over the country. Brisch accepted her award in Washington D.C., on Nov. 15.
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Can Hypnosis Really Help
You Break Bad Habits
and Start Living Healthy?

YES!

December 12
Moorhead
The
Travelodge
Hotel
3027 S.
Frontage Rd.
Registration
Begins
at Door @
6:30pm
Please Be
On Time!
Life
Changing
Hypnosis
Sessions will
Start
Promptly @
7:00pm
Quit
Smoking =
$49.00 *
Lose Weight
= $49.00 *
Attend Both
Sessions Only
$79.00!

Quit Smoking Cold Turkey
= 5% Success Rate
Using Nicotine Gum
Products = 20% Success
A Single Session of
Clinical Hypnosis
= 70% Success Rate!

IF YOU ARE
FINALLY READY
TO CHANGE
YOUR LIFE Come to This
NorthStar Hypnosis Event
Take Advantage of the
Amazing Power of
Clinical Hypnosis and

• Quit Smoking
for Good!
• Lose Weight &
Feel Great!
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Power Bowl rivalry a no-go in 2008
with only one date left open for
the game. Both schools could
Staff Writer
not make the scheduling work,
Since the 1920s, MSUM and the only date left was Aug.
and Concordia have faced off 30.
in one of the most grueling
Unfortunately, the Cobbers
tests of athleticism ever to hit are Division III, and their seaMoorhead—the Power Bowl. son begins later than MSUM’s.
However, this tradition has The open date lies a week
sadly come to an end—for before Concordia’s season
now.
begins.
MSUM athletic director
Concordia athletic direcDoug Peters described how tor Larry Papenfuss spoke
he felt about the cancellation with his conference commisof the annual football rivalry sioner about possibly allowgame which was sponsored
ing Concordia
by the Moorhead
to begin their
Public Service
I am not a betting
season
a
and
Missouri
man, but I would
week earlier;
River
Energy
put (the chances
however, the
Services.
of the Power
commissioner
“It is like getBowl occurring
said that this
ting kicked in the
again) at 50-50.”
would give
stomach,” Peters
the Cobbers an
said.
“There
unfair advanLarry Papenfuss
wasn’t really anyConcordia College
tage so it was
Athletic Director
thing I could do
not an option.
to (stop the canMSUM also
cellation).”
looked into options.
The game was cancelled
Peters tried to get the first
due to scheduling conflicts scheduled team to switch
between the two schools. With dates, but they refused. After
the expansion of the NSIC, the much work, it was clear to the
Dragons’ schedule was packed directors that the game was
By TIM STULKEN

“

notes from nemzek
Advocate staff reports

Swimming team
dominates

MSUM swept the four team
field at the Cobber/Dragon
Invitational Nov. 30-31 with
1,064 points. Concordia followed with 626 points.
Maren Fruia won three individual events, including the
100 yard butterfly, 200 yard
butterfly and 400 yard IM.
Ann Gusewelle swept the
100 yard breaststroke and 200
yard breaststroke.
Danielle
Lauderbaugh
placed first in the 500 yard
freestyle, and 1,650 yard freestyle, and Karena King won
both the 100 yard freestyle,
and 200 yard IM.
MSUM will face the
University of South Dakota

at 5 p.m. on Friday at the
DakotaDome in Vermillion,
S.D. and the University of
Nebraska-Omaha noon on
Saturday, at Sapp Fieldhouse
in Omaha, Neb.

Nelson, Fruia
named athletes of
the week

Junior Matt Nelson captured
the 197-pound title with a 2-1
victory over Nick Wilkes of St.
Cloud State in the finals of the
Dragon Open at Alex Nemzek
Hall on Saturday. Nelson was
unbeaten in three matches.
Freshman Maren Fruia of
Brownsville, Texas won three
individual events and was a
member of the winning 400
medley relay team at last
weekend’s Dragon-Cobber
Invitational.

not going to happen.
The game created a lot of
revenue for both schools as
it was among the most heavily attended games. MSUM’s
profits went towards athletic
scholarships, and Concordia’s
went to the general fund.
Peters said that MSUM will
have to come up with the
money some other way.
Additionally, the Power Bowl
was the only game broadcasted
on television for either team.
Papenfuss said that this was
beficial for both schools.
“It was a signature event
where the Moorhead institutions took center stage in the
media with newspaper coverage and T.V.,” he said.
To attempt to compensate for
the loss, Peters and Papenfuss
have been working on planning
a men’s and women’s basketball double-header.
“Doug Peters and I have
had discussions with MPS and
MRES about shifting some of
the sponsorship to basketball
double-header between our
two teams (men’s and women’s) tentatively for the Tuesday
before Thanksgiving next year,”

Papenfuss said.
This would hopefully bring
back some of the revenue from
one of the most heavily attended game of the
year for both
schools, but
the
greatest
loss comes in
the form of a
loss to the community and the
students.
Papenfuss
said that the
first year students gained
the most from
the
Power
Bowl. He said that it was one
of the first events for either
campus in the fall.
“In many ways it was their
introduction to our campuses,”
he said. “It will be missed.”
Peters agrees, saying that
the game was a great atmosphere to be in.
“It got both student bodies involved,” he said. “It was
great because our schools are
only seven blocks apart.”
Both schools are hoping to
reignite the rivalry, but neither

is too confident.
“I am not a betting man
but I would put [the chances
of the Power
Bowl occurring again]
at
50-50,”
Papenfuss
said. It will
depend
on
our two conferences,
how full our
schedules will
be with conference opponents, and the
NCAA start
dates for Div.
II and Div. III.”
The Power Bowl will be
missed by all who participated or attended as it was a
great college rivalry between
two great schools.
What could possibly be
the last Power Bowl in 2007
ended with a thrilling finish.
Concordia won 34-32 scoring
with only three seconds left on
the clock.
Stulken can be reached
at stuketi@mnstate.edu.

Tubbs, Nelson dominate on
mat, win at Dragon Open
By JENA REED
Staff Writer

Sixteen teams competed in
the Dragon Open this past
Saturday, but two Dragon
wrestlers were able to walk
away with a first place victory.
Juniors Tyler Tubbs and Matt
Nelson were both individually successful in their separate
weight classes.
Tubbs, a 174-pounder in
the Red Division, faced three
wrestlers on Saturday. Tubbs
faced one unattached wrestler
and wrestlers from Minnesota
West Community College
Augustana College.
Receiving a bye in the first
round, Tubbs continued on
to his second match, facing a
Minnesota West Community
College wrestler. After beating
this wrestler in a 6-4 decision,
Tubbs continued on to face
his next opponent. Andrew
Sorenson, from Augustana
College, who proved to be a
tougher opponent.
However, Tubbs prevailed
with a takedown in the final 20
seconds of the match to win,
3-1.
“It was his first tournament
of the year,” head coach Keenan
Spiess said. “I was suprised he
was in tournament shape and
had a lot of stamina.”
In the finals, Tubbs was set
to face his Dragon teammate
Jarret Hall, but because Hall
was wrestling unattached, he
forfeited the match and Tubbs
was able to walk away with
a first place victory. Tubbs

photo by jon lambert / advocate photo editor

Matt Nelson is ranked No. 1 in the NSIC and No. 2 in the region.

is now ranked No. 1 in the
region, which Spiess said is a
tough task to hold on to.
Nelson also had a difficult,
but successful day on Saturday.
In the 197-pound weight class
in the Red Division, Nelson
faced wrestlers from Saint
Cloud State University and
Jamestown College. He too
received a bye in his first
match and he continued to
finish out his day of wrestling
with a bang.
In less than six minutes, he
trumped his first opponent by
winning by 15 points, a technical fall.
Moving on, his day wasn’t
as simple as that first match
wrestling had made it seem.
In the semi-finals, the final
decision was closer, a 3-0 finish, but Nelson still came out
on top. Finally, during the
championship match, Nelson
beat Nick Wilkes, from Saint

Cloud State University in a 2-1
decision.
“If you would have told me
that Nelson would be ranked
No. 2 in the region a year ago,
like he is now—he’s made
some big strides,” Spiess said.
Other Dragon wrestlers who
placed on Saturday include,
Joe Werner, who placed second in the 125-pound division
Evan Forde, who placed fifth
in the 125-pound division and
Casey Dschaak, who was fifth
in the 133-pound division.
In the 149-pound division,
Shane Walton placed fifth and
Kelly Janke took sixth. At
157 pounds, Kyle Dukowitz
placed fourth.
Over 250 wrestlers and 16 teams
were in attendance at Nemzek for
the Dragon Open. Spiess said he
felt like MSUM was one of the
stronger teams in attendance.
Reed can be reached at
sportychica333@hotmail.com.
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Athletes on the job
Juggling work, school and sports
can be difficult for student-athletes

				jon lambert / Advocate photo editor

Senior linebacker Trent Johnson intercepted a Southwest Minnesota State University pass in the fourth
quarter of the Metrodome Classic game on Nov. 10. This was Johnson’s last game with the team.
By RYAN STIEG
Staff Writer

Photos by jon Lambert / Advocate photo editor

Junior forward Jamal O’Neal and the Dragons suffered two close
losses last week, losing to St. Cloud State 80-74 and to ConcordiaSt. Paul 67-65. O’Neal added 22 points and 11 rebounds in the two
games.

Dragons Basketball
WHO: Men’s and women’s basketball against Bemidji
State and Minnesota Crookston
WHAT: Both teams compete for their first NSIC victories
of the season.
WHEN: The women start both nights at 6 p.m. and the
men play at 8 p.m.
WHERE: Nemzek Gymnasium
Junior guard Chris Falzon and the women’s basketball team split
two games last week. They crushed Jamestown College 76-46 on
Tuesday, but lost to Concordia St. Paul, 89-65. Falzon scored 11
points and had three rebounds in the two game strech.

Many college athletes will
admit that life for them can
be stressful at times. Trying
to balance their sport, schoolwork and a social life can leave
them exhausted.
H o w e v e r,
life can get
even
more
hectic when
you try to
add a parttime job into
the mix. One
of those stu- Trent Johnson
dents is Trent
Johnson. Johnson was a senior
linebacker this season on the
Dragon football team, and in
addition to delivering hits on
the field, he also fixes bicycles
at Scheels.
Johnson has been working
in the service shop at Scheels
for two full years. While there,
he fixes bikes and treadmills,
and when winter comes, snowboards, skis and ice skates.
With all of the responsibilities of a college athlete, why
would someone take on more?
For Johnson, the answer was
simple.
“It’s just nice to have some
extra cash. I had to find some
way to find income and money
to go out and have fun with.”
Johnson’s feelings probably
ring true for most students at
MSUM.
When they aren’t in class,
the typical athlete spends the
majority of his or her time at
Nemzek.
There, they practice, lift
weights, work on cardio,
watch film, meet with coaches and prepare for the next
game.
It usually takes up most of
their afternoon. After a full
day, they usually head home
to work on homework, or to
find time to relax.
However, the work isn’t
done for Johnson, who turns

from powerful linebacker to but he never regrets playing.
Mr. Fix-it. With such a busy
“There are not many other
week, players would have to things I’d rather be doing in
find an employer that is flex- my life. I’ve had my ups and
ible, and Johnson is glad he downs, but overall, it’s been
found one.
great.”
“I
really
Even though
It’s just nice to
have some extra
can only work
Johnson is purcash. I had to
Mondays dursuing a career
find some way to
ing the season,
in firefighting,
find income, and
and Scheels is
and possibly
money to go out
pretty underand have fun with.” starting his own
standing of my
business in the
busy schedule,
future, he hopes
Trent Johnson
which is nice.”
to get involved
Dragons
According to
with football
Senior Linebacker
Johnson, very
later on.
few consider
“Hopefully, I
having jobs during the season. will have another opportunity
“Not many do,” he said, “dur- to do so. I’m not looking into
ing the season, we only really it as a coaching career, but I
have Sundays and Mondays definitely will have to get back
to work, and the rest of the into the sport at some point.
week is full with practices and Maybe coaching my kids
workouts.”
when they grow up or get into
Sports can create a hectic life high school,” he said.
for Johnson, and it sometimes
Stieg can be reached
causes him to be short on cash,
at stiegry@mnstate.edu

“
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‘Tournament Thursday’ sweeps Nemzek
Evening athletic activities offer short-term sports fun
By MICHELLE PEARSON
Staff Writer

The intramural staff has
started an experiment on campus this year under the name
of “Tournament Thursday.”
On the first Thursday of each
month, MSUM students are
given the opportunity to participate in many different
sports. In the past, Tournament
Thursday has included such
events as broom ball, tennis
and ultimate Frisbee, and on
Dec. 6, the activities only get

greater as the two featured
events are speed stacking and
trench ball.
“Each month, we have a different event,” said intramural
staff member Jessica Jordahl.
“It’s just a one-night tournament, and we thought it
would be fun for people who
aren’t necessarily interested in
a long-term sports commitment like most of our regular
intramural sports are.
“So, we just do a one-night
thing. The teams that participate compete in whatever

event it is, and this month,
December, happens to be
trench, also known as prison
break, and speed stacking.
“The winner gets a T-shirt,
and staff and students at
MSUM can participate. It’s
just a one-night tournament
for people who don’t want to
be committed to something
every week.”
“We just started it this year,
and some events we’re possibly doing next semester starting in January are badminton,
wiffleball, racquetball, curling, snow softball or football,
Guitar Hero and Wii tournaments, and a couple other
ideas,” Jordahl said. “We’re
looking at quite a few different options. We’re looking to

open it up to more of the student body and hopefully get a
little more participation.”
The intramural staff is in
charge of checking out equipment at their Nemzek office.
If a person wants to play
basketball but doesn’t own a
basketball, they can go to the
office and check one out; all
they need is their student ID.
The intramural staff also
coordinates sport leagues
throughout the school year.
“Throughout the year,
we have a whole bunch of
leagues,” Jordahl said. “But if
you aren’t serious about playing a sport, you can join in on
Tournament Thursday. People
participate just to keep active.
We have a lot of people par-

ticipate but it seems like we’re
always looking for more. We
do all kinds of stuff, and I
don’t think people necessarily
hear about it because we don’t
have a huge budget, so we
can’t do a lot of advertising.”
The idea for Tournament
Thursday came about in the
spring of 2007.
“We have a brainstorming
session in the spring,” said
fellow staff member Jamie
Lubitz, “and somebody had
an idea, just something new
to try. Our supervisors kind
of went with it over the summer.”
“I wasn’t here when it got
initiated,” Jordahl said. “They
brainstormed last year and
started it this year. It’s the
staff that organizes it. There
are seven staff members, and
we kind of coordinate and put
it together. It’s a really good
idea. We can’t give it justice for
what it could be. We’re hoping
if we can get our enrollment
up that we can continue running it every month.”
In order to participate in
Tournament Thursday, meet
at the intramural office in
Nemzek 119. Events are held
once a month, usually on the
first Thursday. For regular
sports, it is required to register online.
Anyone from MSUM is
allowed to participate in either
the leagues or Tournament
Thursday.
For more information, contact the Intramural Office at
(218) 477-2015 or visit the Web
site, www.mnstate.edu/intramurals.
Pearson can be reached
at pearsomi@mnstate.edu.
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search, from front
A general advertisement
ran in the latest issue of the
Chronicle of Higher Education,
Koenig said.
A more detailed ad will
appear after the committee
determines the search profile.
The
Search
Advisory
Committee will include faculty, administrators, staff, students and community members. Like Koenig, it will be
their job to recruit and evaluate candidates.
Though members have
not yet been selected, campus liaison to the committee
Lori Eken said their first meeting is scheduled for later this
month.
MnSCU also appointed
Bemidji State University
President Jon Quistgaard to
chair the committee.
Having known Barden for
more than a decade, Quistgaard
said it won’t be easy finding a
suitable replacement.
“He is a very bright, able
and ethical leader for whom I
have great respect. President
Barden is recognized nationally among American state
college and university presidents for his leadership and
thoughtful insights. I have
always been impressed by
both his humility and his
vision,” Quistgaard said.
Quistgaard also stressed the
need for anyone interested in
MSUM’s future to share their
thoughts and perspectives at
the forums. It is critical that
the committee understands
what type of president the
campus wants and needs.
“This is an opportunity
for students to provide their
unique perspectives in terms
of how the university can
build on its many strengths as
it moves through the challenges of the 21st century. I know
that President Barden is very
sensitive to the issues, hopes
and aspirations of students.”
Nevertheless, Quistgaard is
confident that the search will
go smoothly and won’t drastically affect the campus in the
process.
“Because of the strong
national reputation enjoyed
by MSUM, I look forward to
working with the MSUM community as together we seek
to identify the best candidate,
one who will continue the tradition of strong presidential
leadership, working in collaboration with the Moorhead
family to lead this great institution forward,” Quistgaard
said.
You can learn more about
this process by visiting www.
hr.mnscu.edu/president_
search/index.html.
The open forum discussions
will be divided into different
sections for faculty, staff, students and administration. For
a complete listing of the times
and locations for this week’s
open forums, please refer to
the table on Page 5.
Meehlhause can be reached
at meehlhke@mnstate.edu.

Classifieds

Keen on Kinno
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* #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7
night trips. Low prices guaranteed.
Group discounts for 8+. Book 20
people, get 3 free trips! Campus
reps needed. www.StudentCity.
com or 800-293-1445.
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips,
Earn Cash, Go Free! Best Prices
Guaranteed to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, S. Padre and Florida.
Call for group discounts. 1-800648-4849 www.ststravel.com

For Sale

Gift ideas? Premium autographed
books; original fine art, acclaimed
national, international artists. Historical
relics from Lincoln, “Marilyn,” JFK, John
Lennon, more in displays (inventory
changes). What you MUST know about
fine art valuations: www.listedartistsgallery.com. Visit Antiques on Broadway,
#6 Broadway, Fargo. Phone (701) 4519111. Open six days a week.

Now Renting
Story and 1/2 home near both
Moorhead college campuses
-- walking distance. 2 bedrooms,
new full bath, living/dining room,
kitchen with eating area. Unfinished dry basement. Near new 2
car garage. Fenced yard! Handy
living quarters! Quick possession
possible. Call Dennis at 701-7296308 www.DennisAndKaye.com.
Homesmart Realtors.
Near Campus! 3-5 bedroom
houses near MSU-M! Signing Leases Now for 2008. Call
701.412.8579.
UPSCALE DOWNTOWN LIVING
- 1, 2 or 3 bdrm/2 bath apartments featuring garages/indoor
parking, central air, private laundry units, from $600/mo. Sorry,
No Pets! Call 701-239-2603 for
further information.

CHRIS HUBER / THE advocate

Comedian Daniel Kinno, a Russia native, performed on campus Monday night in the CMU. Kinno has
performed regularly at Los Angeles’s most famous comedy clubs, including Hollywood Improv, The
Laugh Factory, Ice House and Sunset Strip’s Comedy Store.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Looking
for a male to take over lease Duplex
RIGHT NEXT TO MSUM! Lease will
start Jan. 1st 2008 until May 31st
2008 (can move in early!). Rent is
300/month plus utilities. Its 4 bed/2
bath along with large kitchen and
laundry room. Across the street from
campus! Take advantage of this
opportunity and call 218-289-3238
for more information.
Large 4 bed, 2 bath duplex 1/2
block from MSU. Heat and water
paid. 950.00 mo. 701-238-0081.
Large 2 bed Apt. 1/2 block from
MSU. Heat and water paid. 395.00,
475.00. 701-238-0081.

Misc.

PREGNANT? You have options.
Pregnancy testing, counseling,
limited ultrasound exams – Free &
Confidential. 701.237.6530 (Fargo)
or www.firstchoiceclinic.com.
Students, do you need a ride
home for the weekend, holidays,
or want to split the cost travel
in these times of expensive gas
prices? Sign up for the Tri-College
Ride Board at http://www.tri-college.org/rideboard.php. This tool
helps a student’s pocketbook, aids
in keeping a clean environment
and allows students easier travel
access.

Now Hiring

Old Broadway is hiring bartenders, doorman, day servers, and
night servers. Night servers start
at $6.00 per hour plus tips. Apply
in person at 22 Broadway, Fargo,
ND.

Happy holidays,
From your fellow
students at
The Advocate
advocate@mnstate.edu
218-477-2551 News
218-477-2365 Advertising
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Soldier puts education on hold to serve country
By AMY LEARN
Staff Writer

The war in Iraq is one of the
most controversial wars since
Vietnam. Some people think
the U.S. should withdraw its
overseas troops, while others
feel we should send more.
In reality, nearly all military personnel are faced with
the possibility of deployment,
including 19-year-old Chelsey
Fosdick of Valley City, N.D.
Instead of starting her freshman year of college at NDSU
like she had planned, Fosdick
will be deployed to Iraq in
January.
Since she was a young girl,
Fosdick has dreamt of becoming a U.S. soldier. After she
persuaded her parents, she
joined the National Guard on
Nov. 23, 2005.
“Since I was 14, I have
always wanted to do it,” she
said.
Standing only 4 feet 11 inches, she decided she wanted to
prove everyone wrong who
said she wouldn’t make it
and signed up for one of the
toughest and most dangerous
positions—Military Police.
Another part of her decision to become an MP was to
follow in the footsteps of her
stepdad, who was a police
officer for many years.
“I wanted to make him
proud,” she said.
Her basic training was anything but easy. She describes
it as terrible, but at the same
time it offered a sense of
accomplishment.
“It is hard being so small,”
she said. “When we did things
like a 15 kilometer road march,
I carried the same amount of
weight on my back as a 6-foottall man. Completing it was
such a sense of relief, I started
to cry.”
Since Fosdick was activated,
she found out she was getting
sent to Iraq about five months

ago. The length of time she
will be over there is unknown.
It could be anywhere from a
year to 18 months, she said.
“I joined in time of war
and I knew I would eventually get sent over,” she said.
“Somebody’s got to go do it,
and I know I can.”
In Iraq, Fosdick will be
doing a variety of missions.
She said that some people refer
to the Military Police as multipurpose because they do just
about everything: escorts, convoys, riot control and police
training.
She is unsure what her mission will be, it could change
many times before she gets
there, she said.
“If it was up to me, I would
do a lot of mounts, breaking
in doors and windows,” she
said.
Fosdick said her family’s
support makes everything

easier.
“They have different reactions,” she said. “They are
proud, scared and nervous. My
mom is completely stressed
out, but most of all they are
proud.”
The unknown scares Fosdick
the most, and not knowing
what to expect. She doesn’t
let her nerves take over. She
knows it’s her duty and she is
honored to do it.
“It is a really great feeling
knowing that I am protecting
the people I love,” she said.
She said knowing that helps
keep her motivated.
Being gone for so long overseas, Fosdick decided to put
her college career on hold and
wait till she returns from Iraq.
Evem though Fosdick chose
to put her education on hold,
there are many college students who are active in the
military and school.

According to Les Bakke of
Veterans Affairs at MSUM,
there are 163 students receiving the GI Bill this fall.
Not all 163 are currently
active. There are 33 who are
currently in the National
Guard or Army Reserve, but
have not been deployed, 48
with prior active duty, 13 with
disabilities, 33 dependants of
diseased or injured veterans
and 36 in the National Guard
or Reserve that have been activated (deployed).
“It is difficult for our students to be going to school

and then be activated for 12
or more months. Those service people coming back to
Moorhead are different people. The military changes the
way we think, live, react and
associate with others,” Bakke
said.
The military has changed
Fosdick. She said helps people
mature faster.
“The military makes you
look at everything a different
way,” she said. “It changes
you, for the better.”
Learn can be reached
at amyL228@hotmail.com.

IMPORTANT PAYMENT
INFORMATION!
From the MSUM Business Office
READ and ACT, It could save your
Spring Registration.

By January 16, 2008, students must have completed
one of the following criteria to prevent cancellation
of their spring registration:
1) Pay tuition/fees in full,
OR
2) Have a financial aid award sufficient to meet the
payment requirement,
OR
3) Pay a minimum of $300 on tuition/fees to ‘hold’ your
registration,
OR
4) Have a payment plan contract in place with Nelnet
Business Solutions (NBS). Go to www.mnstate.edu,
click on eservices, login (ID & PIN required) and select
Bills and Payment.
OR
5) Have a Third-Party authorization on file with the
MSUM Business Office (DVR, Military Assistance,
Employee Contractual Tuition Waiver, etc.)
amy learn / the advocate

Nineteen-year-old Chelsey Fosdick will be deployed in January.

Between January 9 and January 15, 2008, make your
registration changes: Free Drop/Add Period is FIVE
DAYS.

January 16, 2008, Financial Aid is applied to
your spring bill. If your financial aid is greater than
your bill, complete a Direct Deposit Authorization
with the Business Office by January 15, 2008. This
allows excess aid funds to be deposited into your checking or savings account by January 18, 2008. If you do
not sign up for Direct Deposit, an aid overage check will
be mailed to your local address beginning January 18,
2008.

January 18, 2008, DUE DATE FOR PAYMENT
of remaining Tuition/Fees AND a minimum of one-half
of Residence Hall charges not covered by financial aid
or an NBS payment contract.
REMEMBER, BILLS ARE NOT MAILED!
You can view, print or pay your bill on line at
www.mnstate.edu, click on eservices, login (ID & PIN
required) and select Bills and Payment.
Make checks payable to MSUM and mail to: Business
Office, MSUM; 1104 7th Ave S; Moorhead, MN. 56563.

